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Abstract

This paper presents the results of the 2016–2017 excavations of
Field G at Khirbat Ataruz, an area corresponding to the southeast
slope of the site that includes a large-scale stepped stone structure.
According to our preliminary assessment, the remains would have
been stairs ascending the eastern side of the site, which provided an
access system to the Iron IIA temple on the acropolis. At the top
of the steps, we have what may at some point have been a plaza
paved with flat paving stones, possibly contemporaneous with the
temple on the acropolis. Field G also includes Moabite architectural
remains dated later than the stepped structure, most likely Iron IIB.
These remains cut significantly into and removed a large part of
the earlier staircase and other materials in the building area. The
presence of a possible outdoor monumental staircase at Ataruz is
noteworthy, especially for the region and period in which it was
constructed.
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Introduction
Khirbat Ataruz lies on a ridge east of the Dead Sea, about 24 km south of the
city of Madaba and 15 km northwest of the town of Dhiban (Fig. 1). The
references to Ataruz appearing in the Book of Numbers (32:3 and 34) and the
Mesha Inscription (lines 10–13) describe the city as granted to the Gadites
by Moses and later conquered by King Mesha of Moab who slaughtered its
residents for cultic reasons.1 Archaeologically, the site came into prominence
1
J. Andrew Dearman, “Historical Reconstruction and the Mesha Inscription,” in
Studies in the Mesha Inscription and Moab, ed. J. A. Dearman (Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1989), 155–210; Chang-Ho Ji and Robert Bates, “Khirbat ‘Ataruz 2011–2012: A
Preliminary Report,” AUSS 52 (2014): 47–91; Aaron Schade, “RYT or HYT in Line
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in the late Iron IIA era (9th century BCE) through the construction of a largescale temple on the acropolis, which exhibits characteristics of Omride architecture.2 The temple was destroyed by Mesha and the Moabites during the
second half of the century. Following this destruction, the city continued to
function as a Moabite residential town through the Iron IIB period. During
the Iron II period, Ataruz stood at a crossroads where the ancient roads coming
from the Dead Sea, the Wadi Sayl Hadan, the city of Madaba, and the town
of Dhiban met, facilitating defensive strategies, trade, and commerce.3 After
an extended period of abandonment, the site was re-inhabited in the late
Hellenistic, early Roman, and mid-Islamic periods (Fig. 2).
In 2000, La Sierra University began an excavation of the acropolis at
the site. Since then, the Khirbat Ataruz Regional Project has developed into
a consortium research project consisting of La Sierra University, Brigham
Young University, Andrews University, and the Versacare Foundation, along
with support from the Jordanian Department of Antiquities. The results of
the excavations for the first 15 years have been published through different
venues that have described the late Iron IIA temple and Iron IIB residential
buildings within the acropolis area (Fields A, E, and F) and the Iron II defense
wall, late Hellenistic ritual bath, and mid-Islamic domestic houses on the
western, southern, and northern slopes of the site (Fields B, C, and D).4
For Field G, the 2016–17 project team started the excavation of the area
east of the acropolis by opening seven 6 x 6 m squares over the southeastern
slope of the site (Fig. 3). Excavations also concurrently took place in the
12 of the Mesha Inscription: A New Examination of the Stele and the Squeeze, and
the Syntactic, Literary, and Cultic Implications of the Reading,” BASOR 378 (2017):
145–162.
2
Chang-Ho Ji, “Khirbat ‘Ataruz: An Interim Overview of the 10 Years of Archaeological Architectural Findings,” Annual of the Department of Antiquities of Jordan 55
(2011), 561–579; Chang-Ho Ji, “The Early Iron Age II Temple at Hirbet ‘Atarus and
its Architecture and Selected Cultic Objects,” in Temple Building and Temple Cultic:
Architecture and Cultic Paraphernalia of Temples in the Levant (2.-1. Mill. B.C.E.), ed.
J. Kamlah (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2012), 203–211; Ji and Bates, “Khirbat
‘Ataruz 2011–12,” 48–49; Israel Finkelstine and Oded Lipschits, “Omride Architecture in Moab: Jahaz and Ataroth,” Zietschrift des Deutschen Palastina-Vereins 126
(2010): 29–42.
3
Chang-Ho Ji, “One Tale, Two ‘Ataruz: Investigating Rujm ‘Ataruz and its
Association with Khirbat ‘Ataruz,” Studies in the History and Archaeology of Jordan
12 (2016): 211–222; “A Moabite Sanctuary at Khirbat Ataruz, Jordan: Stratigraphy,
Findings, and Archaeological Implications,” Levant 50 (2018): 173–210; “The
Ancient Road in Wadi Zarqa Main, North of Khirbat Ataruz,” Studies in the History
and Archaeology of Jordan 13 (2019): 143–157.
4
Ji, “Khirbat ‘Ataruz: An Interim Overview, ” 563–578.; “Early Iron Age II
Temple”; Ji and Bates, “Khirbat ‘Ataruz 2011–12,” 204–210.
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acropolis area (Fields A and E) during these years, but the present report
is limited to the findings from Field G. Central to Field G is the curious
existence of a massive stone sequence ascending westward up the hill toward
the temple complex’s roughly east-west orientation. The primary intent of
the two seasons in Field G was thus to investigate the nature and date of this
stone structure. Another objective was to explore what relationship, if any, the
stonework had with the various phases of the temple’s expansion during the
late Iron IIA period.
The following sections are a summary of the excavation results and an
interim interpretation of the discovered structures from Field G. During these
field seasons, Chang-ho Ji (La Sierra University) was the director, and Aaron
Schade (Brigham Young University) was the co-director. Team members
included students from Brigham Young University, La Sierra University,
Korean Sahmyook University, and volunteers from the United States. Local
workers also assisted in the excavation project.5 The 2016–2017 project was
primarily sponsored by La Sierra University in concert with Brigham Young
University.6
Survey of Field G
Field G is set along the main east-west axis of the site map, down the eastern
slope from the acropolis to the edge of the site. In 2015, a surface architectural survey took place in this area. On the west side of the slope, several wall
foundations were exposed up to a few courses high, but they were heavily
damaged and in poor condition to the point of constituting piles of rubble
in some locations. Toward the eastern side of the area, however, significant
stepped stonework and architectural remains were detected on the surface
(Fig. 4). Additionally, exposed boulders and stones offered some indication
of a walled architectural feature running in an east to west (and slightly south
to north) direction. Due to the volume of the extant remains, one working
hypothesis was that we were witnessing the remnants of a city wall. Alternative interpretations concerning the nature of the stone formation included
possible terraced agricultural footings, landscape steps, stone courses used for
defensive purposes, or steps or stairs ascending to the temple complex (see
below).
The authors would like to thank the square supervisors who participated in the
2016–2017 excavations: Junghun Choi, Michael L. Duval, Rebecca Freeman, Jessica
M. Hudson, Choong Ryeol Lee, Jared W. Ludlow, Christopher L. Morey, Steven E.
Moulton, Brian C. Passantino, Brand S. Pritchard, and Jessica B. Smith. The Department of Antiquities was represented by Mr. Asem Asfour (2016) and Mr. Abdullah al
Darweeda (2017) who provided valuable support and assistance during the fieldwork.
5

We express our appreciation to the Religious Studies Center and the Department of Ancient Scripture at Brigham Young University for their generous financial
support during the 2016–2017 field seasons.
6
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In this context, Field G was opened in the Spring of 2016, an exploration
comprised of four squares labeled G1–G4. Squares G1–G3 ran on an eastto-west orientation, along a stone spine that ascended the eastern side of the
site, while Square G4 was situated just to the north of Square G1. The 2017
excavations of Field G consisted of five squares (G1 and G4–G7) running
along the eastern side of the field. Squares G1 and G4 were re-opened from
work started in 2016; Squares G5 to G7 were new squares opened in the
2017 season (Fig. 5).
Results of Excavations
Square G1
Square G1 is located on the southwestern-most side of Field G. It is architecturally complex, consisting of multiple mid-Islamic and Iron Age features.
Much of the existing architecture suffered significant damage, and the detectable surfaces were filled with large quantities of a tumble.
At the center of Square G1 was Wall 4, running in a north-south direction (Fig. 6). This wall, along with Wall 10, divided the square roughly into
two large areas. Between the two walls was an opening that was probably
used as an entrance into a room. Both walls were about 1 m thick and stood
three to five courses high, depending on the section of the wall. To the west of
Wall 4, we found two layers of beaten-earth floors. The later floor produced
sherds characteristic of mid-Islamic pottery; the date of the earlier floor, due
to a lack of diagnostic pieces that could confirm its dating, remains somewhat
undecided. However, existing Iron II pottery fragments on the surface may
indicate a date in the Iron II period. Wall 4 is contemporaneous with or
earlier than the earlier floor.
Immediately inside the entrance mentioned above was a small leveled
area connected to the southwest corner of the square. Here we observed varied
steps and levels leading into the area on the south, one lined with flat paving
stones. Above this pavement was a hard beaten-earth floor with mid-Islamic
sherds. Under the first stone pavement was a second stone pavement that
currently remains unexcavated. In some places, these stone-paved areas were
extremely well-preserved, and door hinge sockets were still discernible at an
entry point (Fig. 7). The surface of the pavements was associated with a few
Iron II sherds, which might attribute the stone pavement to the Iron II period.
In eastern G1 was an architectural feature (G1:L24) made of large (at times,
enormous) flat stones and boulders. In 2016, we ended the fieldwork in Square G1
with the possibility that these large boulders might have formed a defensive wall
line. However, in 2017, the boulders were found to be only two courses deep, and
their surfaces were significantly larger than all the other materials used to construct
other walls in the area. It now seems that the stones would have formed a plaza as
several other large, flat stones were found on the surface of the area.
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Work on the area between Wall 4 and Installation 24 revealed another
possible stone floor that had been badly disturbed by later Islamic activities in
the area. Adjacent to the floor and Wall 4 were a stone installation and a pit
where we could extract several charcoal and ash samples for analysis. The pit
seems to have been dug for cooking purposes, probably by the mid-Islamic
residents. On the northern side of Square G1, we also encountered what we
believed were additional Islamic installations that were built over earlier Iron
II wall or stone-paved surfaces. We could not excavate this area during the
2016–2017 seasons. Future excavations will provide clearer answers.
Square G4
Square G4 is located immediately north of Square G1. Most conspicuous in
Square G4 was a rectangular room formed by Walls 5, 13, 7, 39, 38, moving
clockwise starting from the east. An entrance to this room was on the east side
located within Wall 5 (Fig. 8).
Inside this room in 2016, we discovered two phases of mid-Islamic use,
as demonstrated by two beaten-earth floors (Loci 18 and 20). The 2017
excavations revealed three additional earlier beaten-earth floors (Loci 24, 30,
and 36) under these later floors. A well-preserved tabun was found on the
northern side at the level of Locus 24 (Fig. 9), one dug down to the level of
the earlier floor (Locus 30) in the room. Above and underneath the earliest
floor (Locus 36) were several mid-Islamic Hand-Made Geometric Painted
(HMGP) wares, along with a cooking pot fragment (see Fig. 10:20–23). The
Locus 30 floor was evenly divided into two rectangular sections by one row of
five medium-size stone blocks. The exact nature of this installation is unclear.
However, most likely the stones were used to create two distinct spaces that
had different functions. This interpretation is supported by the discovery of
a small tabun on the eastern half of the room and a small stone bin next to
it, one filled with bones and ashes. This eastern section appears to have been
separated for cooking and food processing.
Quite different from this finding was the stratigraphy of the area west of
Wall 7, the westernmost section of the square (see Fig. 5). Here we encountered three layers of floors or compact surfaces, and after removing a couple
of soil and rock-tumble layers, we discovered mixed material consisting of
Iron II and mid-Islamic sherds. The pottery from the floor at the lowest level
(Floor 40 in Fig. 11) was limited in quantity. Yet, it was consistently Iron IIA
and IIB. This fact would assign the original construction of Wall 7 to the Iron
IIA–IIB period, along with Wall 9 that runs about 1 m from the western balk
in the northwest-southeast direction.
Square G6
Square G6, located to the north of Square G4, shows the characteristics of
a major wall that spans the length of the square, running in a roughly east-
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to-west orientation. Wall 3 is a two-row wall (ca. 1.2 m) with a current height
of 1.5 m on average, solidly constructed of medium to large boulders (Fig.
12). To the south of this wall, and comprising the majority of the square, a
sequence of possible hard surfaces emerged with Iron II storage jars, plates,
craters, bowls, and lamps, along with dressed grinding stones on the surfaces
(see Fig. 10:4–19). Identifying these surfaces with floors is tentative at this
point because they were all badly disturbed by a mass of fallen rock from
above. One exception was the beaten-earth floor at the lowest level. It was
ostensibly designed as a three-tier floor due to the downward slope of the
bedrock. Each tier was roughly 30 cm high. To build each floor, the builders
appear to have placed one course of large rocks in one or two rows in a shallow
trench, filled in the other side with rocks and soil, and then tamped down the
dirt to keep it level.
Excavations at the southwestern corner of the square revealed a rectangular platform (G6:L11; ca. 1.5 x 2.5 m) built using field stones in boulderand-chink formation with walls that included stone pillars. The use of pillared
walls was widespread in Transjordan during Iron I and II as demonstrated at
Lehun and Jawa in central Jordan.7 The platform was raised about 1 m above
the aforementioned middle-tier floor. Its overall shape and building technique
were reminiscent of a storage bin found at al-Mudayna al-Aliya on a tributary
of the Wadi Mujib.8
In the central section of the square, south of Wall 3, a rectangular stone
installation (G6:L29 and L34) was unearthed (Fig. 13). It was formed by three
deliberately constructed stone sides, forming a rectangular enclosure (65 x 180
cm) abutting Wall 3 on its south side. The installation included a flat, rectangular basalt stone partially covering its compacted surface. Found within the
earth loci affiliated with and covering this installation, were fragments of an
Iron II jar, bowls, a basalt grinding stone, as well as bones and fine ash deposits.
The southeast corner of this installation was flanked by what appeared to be
a possible large standing stone, although this could have been part of a series
of large monoliths that were intermittently used to construct walls or roofs.
The southeastern section of Square G6 was particularly difficult to assess
as it showed signs of significant damage and tumble that interrupted the
stratigraphy. Compact beaten floors, as well as stone architecture discernable
in surrounding and adjacent loci, were disturbed and almost undetectable at
7
P. M. Michele Daviau et al., Excavations at Tall Jawa, Jordan, Vol. II The Iron
Age Artefacts (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 1–18; Denyse Homes-Fredericq, “Excavating the
First Pillar House at Lehun (Jordan),” in The Archaeology of Jordan and Beyond: Essays
in Honor James A. Sauer, ed. L. E. Stager, J. A. Greene, and M. D. Coogan (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2000), 180–195; Ingrid M. Swinnen, “The Iron I Settlement
and its Residential Houses at al-Lahun in Moab, Jordan,” BASOR 354 (2009): 29–53.
8
Bruce E. Routledge, Moab in the Iron Age: Hegemony, Polity, Archaeology (Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), 103 and Fig. 5.9.
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times amidst the rubble and fallen tumble. There was some evidence that a
paved floor had perhaps existed at one time (multiple deliberately arranged
flat stones were found in situ), but because of the extensive damage suffered
by the tumble, it was difficult to reconstruct the original state of these surfaces
with confidence.
We reached bedrock on the majority of the southern portion of the
square, an area south of Wall 3. On the east part of the square, we had what
looked like a filled-in entryway in Wall 3, flanked on both sides of the entry
by large, standing-type stones. In Iron Age central Jordan, large standing
stone type boulders often served as lintels and doorframes like those found at
Mudaybi and al-Mudayna al-‘Aliya.9 We uncovered at least four of these large
monoliths situated in the square, scattered around the areas that were at one
point possible entryways.
Located on the northern side of Square G6 was a massive ashlar (Wall
46) used in deliberate construction, abutting Wall 3 to the south (Fig. 14).
As the stone is partially buried in the northern balk, however, we cannot
currently ascertain its complete size or function. To the southeast of this
ashlar, we uncovered the remains of a possible door socket. It is unclear at this
stage if the ashlar and door socket are to be stratigraphically linked with one
another or what their relationship might have been.
As for discovered objects, one of the important finds in Square G6 was
a terracotta lion paw, presumably from a larger cultic object to which it was
once originally attached (Fig. 15). The artifact was discovered just west of and
at a similar elevation to the aforementioned stone installation at the center of
the square.10 This object may remind us of the paws of guardian lions from
temples at Hazor, Tell ‘Ahmar, and several other sites in the region.11 Also,
9
Paul E. Dion and P. M. Michele Daviau, “The Moabites,” in The Books of Kings:
Sources, Composition, Historiography and Reception, eds. A. Lemaire and B. Halpern
(Leiden: Brill, 2010); Bruce E. Routledge, “Seeing through Walls: Interpreting Iron
Age I Architecture at Khirbat al-Mudayna al- ‘Aliya,” BASOR 319 (2000): 132–148.

The lion paw measures approximately 5 cm high, 8 cm wide, and 10 cm long.
Should it be indeed part of a lion statue, we may propose the overall size of the statue
was ca. 20 cm high, 18 cm wide, and 58 cm long, based on the statues from Tell
Beit Mirsim and Tell Tayinat, in which paw-to-whole statue ratio is seemingly 1:4,
1:2.25, and 1:5.75 for height, width, and length, respectively. cf. Ruth Amiran, “The
Lion Statue and the Libation Tray from Tell Beit Mirsim,” BASOR 222 (1976), fig.
4; Ekram Akurgal, Orient und Okzidem. Die Geburt der griechischen Kunst (BadenBaden: Holle, 1965), fig. 26.
10

11
Othmar Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1997), figs. 165 and 166; William E. Mierse, Temples and Sanctuaries from the
Early Iron Age Levant: Recovery after Collapse (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2012), fig.
41; “Hazor,” The New Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land, Vol.
2, 598; Silvia Schroer, Die Ikonographie Palästinas/ Israels und der Alte Oient, Band 4,
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the Ataruz lion paw may be reflective of religious cult, as are other recently
discovered lion figurines found in Iron Age II Judah. For instance, “two
limestone objects from Tell Beit Mirsim — statue (50 cm long) and a libation
tray — depict lions,” and it has been suggested that “the statue was part of a
pair of standing lions.”12 While additional fragments indicating the presence of
a second statue have not been discovered at Ataruz, the discovery of lion statuary near the eastern axis of the cultic complex on the slopes of the acropolis
may strengthen the argument of the stairs as an ascent route to the temple. It
is interesting also that references to the site in the Mesha Inscription may hold
ties to lions in reference to cultic activity.13 What may provide other possible
links to the lion at Ataruz are two other cultic objects discovered within the
temple proper, which may include leonine animals. One entails a cultic stand
with a male figure holding an animal.14 The second object was found in previous fieldwork seasons and is currently under examination for publication. The
object appears to be a terracotta lion figurine and was unearthed from a cultic
room in the temple courtyard.
Die Eisenzeit bis zum Beginn der achämenidishchen Herrschaft (Basel: Schwabe Verlag,
2018), figs. 1325, 1327; 1641–1642, 1644. Although the lion paw of Ataruz was not
discovered from the temple proper, lion iconography in the region has been associated
with cultic practice. For examples, see Raz Kletter, Irit Ziffer and Wolfgang Zwickel,
Yavneh I. The Excavation of the “Temple Hill” Repository and the Cult Stands (Fribourg:
Fribourg Academic Press, 2010), pls. 8:1; 9:2; 50–52; 98:3; 155: 1–2; Brent A. Strawn,
What is Stronger than a Lion? Leonine Image and Metaphor in the Hebrew Bible and the
Ancient Near East (Fribourg: Academic Press, 2005); Othmar Keel and Christoph
Uehlinger, Gods, Goddesses, and Images of God in Ancient Israel (Minneapolis: Fortress
Press, 1998), 186–191.
12
Raz Kletter, Katri Saarelainen, and Shlomit Weksler-Bdolah, “Recently
Discovered Iron Age Lion Figurines from Jerusalem,” Antiguo Oriente 12 (2014): 47;
Amiran, “The Lion Statue,” 29–40.
13
Line 12 in the Mesha Inscription mentions the ʾrʾl. dwdh. Some see the root
“lion” in ʾrʾl. See for example, Nadav Na’aman, “King Mesah and the Foundation
of the Moabite Monarch,” IEJ 47 (1997): 88; Gerald Mattingly, “Moabite Religion
and the Meshaʿ Inscription,” in Studies in the Mesha Inscription and Moab, ed. J.
A. Dearman (Atlanta: Scholars, 1989), 236. Regardless of how one interprets the
enigmatic dwdh, the majority of studies links this phrase to cultic activity. See Schade,
159.

See Ji, “The Early Iron Age II Temple at Hirbet ‘Atarus and its Architecture
and Selected Cultic Objects,” pl. 47. The animal that the right-hand male figure holds
appears to be a leonine creature, even though it has also been suggested that it is a
sheep. For the discussion of this animal figure, see Stefanie P. Elkins, “Ceramic Architectural Models from the Madaba Plains Region: A Selected Art Historical Analysis
(PhD diss., Andrews University),” 2018, 265–268 (https://digitalcommons.andrews.
edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2953&context=dissertations).
14
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Additionally, what seems significant in Square G6 is the emergence
of Pinkish/Orange-Band-on-Creamy (POBC) ware within the Iron II jar
assemblage (Figs. 16; 10:12, 15). The external wall of this ceramic corpus is
decorated with one or two broad, horizontal orange- or pinkish-color bands
on the white-creamy-slipped body. This type of ware is similar in decoration to
what has been found through archaeological surface surveys in the eastern part
of the Dhiban Plateau, especially in the region of Khirbat Saliya.15 It seems to
be absent in the Amman region and the northern Madaba Plains but seemingly
ubiquitous at Moabite sites such as Jalul, Mudayna ath-Thamad, and possibly Balua (personal communication with Larry G. Herr, Randall Younker,
Margreet Steiner, and Friedbert Ninow). Although speculative at this time,
we might be witnessing the development of a new pottery tradition at Ataruz
during the mid-Iron II period, along with the construction of the buildings
in Square G6 in the subsequent decades following Mesha’s conquest, which is
possibly linked with eastern portions of Moab and the Dhiban Plateau.
Squares G2 and G3
Excavations of Square G2, east of Square G1, revealed a sloping wall (G2:L8 in
Fig. 5) oriented in a northwest-southeast direction toward the acropolis. It was
1.1 m wide and stood 30 cm high. The wall was abutted by at least a couple
of fairly, intact rows of stone blocs that looked like stairs or steps ascending
the eastern side of the site. These rows were situated in a roughly north-south
direction and displayed similarities with the stepped stone surface uncovered
further north in Square G7 (see below). The stones were positioned atop the
surface of a compact, beaten-earth layer. On the surface of this structure, we
discovered mostly Iron II pottery with some mid-Islamic material in the mix,
probably due to the shallow depth of the excavated material just below the
surface soil, caused by the steep decline and runoff of material from upper
portions of the site (Squares G1 and G4), where an Islamic presence was
detected.
Of potential interest in Square G2 was the discovery of a circular rock
installation (ca. 65 cm in diameter; Locus 9), constructed on a beaten-earth
surface, which seemed to have supported a large Iron II storage jar. Nearby,
we found a murex shell, two polished stones, a proliferation of pottery, and
evidence of food consumption (including tabun fragments, a grinding stone,
15
Cf. Chang-Ho Ji and Taysir ‘Attiyat, “Archaeological Survey of the Dhiban
Plateau, 1996: A Preliminary Report,” Annual of the Department of Antiquities of
Jordan 41 (1997): 115–128; Chang-Ho Ji and Jong K. Lee, “A Preliminary Report
on the Dhiban Plateau Survey Project, 1999: The Versacare Expedition,” Annual of
the Department of Antiquities of Jordan 44 (2000): 493–506. At Ataruz, the same type
of pottery was also unearthed in abundance during the excavations of Square B1 in
2001. These sherds were associated with the Iron II stone pavement floor found in
the square.
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and animal bones). Much of the pottery remains from the installation locus
were attributed to the Iron II period. This rock installation would be dated
to later than the stepped structure because it was stratigraphically connected
with the compact dirt layer, roughly 10–15 cm thick, above the structure.
Immediately east of Square G2 is Square G3, which consists of what
looks like at least six rows of stairs running across the entire length of the
square in a south-to-north direction (Fig. 17). These structures all began to
emerge within a depth of 10–20 cm of excavation. At the eastern portion of
the square, the stone rows were larger and more pronounced. As the rows
climbed to the northwest, the size of the stones forming the rows decreased
in their average height but maintained a deliberate pattern of flat-faced stones
situated in a running line from south to north. As in Square G2, the stones
forming these rows sat on top of compact, beaten-earth floors. All diagnostic
pottery pieces collected from Square G3 were from the Iron II period.
Squares G5 and G7
Square G5 was newly opened in 2017 attempting to trace a connection with, or
continuation of the stepped stone structures in Square G2. However, Square G5
had suffered significant damage and was very poorly preserved in many places.
This was due in large measure to the disturbances caused by the construction
of mid-Islamic installations within the square. There were some signs of the
continuation of the steps running in a north-south direction in the eastern
portion of Square G5. This was exceptional and far from conclusive, however.
Specifically, a large circular fire pit (G5:L6–L7 in Fig. 5) cut through the
entire half of the western side of the square, in which the remains of mid-Islamic
pottery, tabun fragments, and animal bones were found. This area was apparently used in the mid-Islamic period for cooking. The disruption this installation caused to the earlier sequences made it difficult to assess surrounding
architectural remains. Apart from this fire pit, there was a potential curvilinear wall (G5:L2 in Fig. 5) running roughly in an east-west direction, which
appeared to be from the mid-Islamic period. As in Square G4, the construction
of this wall dug out earlier Iron II material, which was badly destroyed in the
process. By removing a section of the accumulation connecting Squares G5 and
G7, we could see the completion of another possible wall line. We found a few
Iron II and mid-Islamic sherds during the cleanup of this wall. Overall, Square
G5 seems to continue the trajectory we found in the adjacent Square G4, and a
domestic scenario of mid-Islamic use and occupation that was built upon Iron
II structures seems apparent.
Square G7 is directly east of Square G6 and north of Square G5. The
findings from Square G7 consisted of multiple flat surface stones that were
exposed in the shallow ground after a 10–20 cm cleanup. As for Squares G2
and G3, these stones were deliberately arranged in what appeared to be rows
(Figs. 18–19). The rows were once again situated on top of beaten-earth, and
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the stones were flat and generally modest in length, width, and height. Even
though the square was cut through in the center by an undetermined feature
that disrupted the stone sequences, we were able to detect at least 11 stone
rows ascending the hill from east to west towards the acropolis area. Except for
one miscellaneous mid-Islamic and one possible Hellenistic sherd, the relatively
small amount of pottery yielded from Square G7 was all dated to the Iron II
period.
Put together, from top to bottom within Squares G2, G3, and G7, we came
upon what seems to be deliberate rows of flat stones running in a south-north
direction. Each row sits upon and is separated by a surface of beaten earth. The
stone rows thus seem to have been situated in a calculated manner creating a
surface. In all, up to now, approximately 20 clear architectural loci have been
assigned to these rows (with three or four other possible partially preserved rows
at various other locations within the squares), and we preliminarily label the
sum of these loci as a stepped stone structure or staircase. In our assessment,
we have only included rows that are not thoroughly damaged and that can be
identified with some degree of confidence. In 2016, due to the damage and
erosion to this surface caused by rainwater runoff and significant tumble, we
were reserved in calling them a series of steps. However, at present that seems to
be the best working hypothesis (see below).
Stratigraphy and Dating
The preceding report identified four field phases in Field G, their time stretching from the early Iron II to modern times, though the major periods are late
Iron IIA, Iron IIB, and mid-Islamic periods (see Fig. 10 for pottery samples).
Field Phase 1 is a layer of topsoil containing soil and rock debris sporadically
mixed with Iron II and mid-Islamic potsherds.
Field Phase 2 is dated to the mid-Islamic period.16 Evidence for this phase
has come from Squares G1, G4, and G5. In Square G1, the upper beaten16
Based on the sherds collected from the excavations, we assign this field phase
to the early Mamluk period, the late 13th – early 15th centuries CE. As shown in
Fig. 10:20–23, the Hand-Made Geometric Painted (HMGP) wares form the largest
pottery group in our mid-Islamic corpus, followed by coarse cooking pot and storage
jar wares. The ceramic assemblage lacks of hand-made, red-painted coarse wares of
the 12th – early 13th centuries CE, which lends further support to the proposed
dating (cf. Robin M. Brown. “Summary Report of the 1986 Excavations: Late Islamic
Shobak.” Annual of the Department of Antiquities of Jordan 32 (1988]: 225–245; Alan
Walmsley, “Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Jordan and Crusader Interlude,” in The
Archaeology of Jordan, eds. B. MacDonald, R. Adams, and P. Bienkowski (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic, 2001])], 515–560; Bethany Walker, “The Islamic Period,” in
Ceramic Finds: Typological and Technological Studies of the Pottery Remains from Tell
Hesban and Vicinity, eds. J. A. Sauers and L. G. Herr (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews
University Press, 2012), 507–596.
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earth floor west of Wall 4 is assigned to this phase, along with the fire pit and
stone installation on the other side of the wall. The fire pit in Square G5 is also
attributed to Field Phase 2.
Square G4 poses a unique contrast with Squares G1 and G5. It is
characterized by a rectangular building with beaten-earth floors containing mid-Islamic pottery finds. The mid-Islamic evidence in Square G4
emerges past the depths of one meter, significantly deeper than the
adjacent mid-Islamic materials to the north (Square G1) and east (Square
G5). An intensive and repeated use of the room is confirmed by a sequence
of compact floors inside the room and its blocked and reconstructed
doorway. The structure was thus clearly used over multiple times during
the mid-Islamic era.
A long gap in occupation is indicated between the Islamic period
and the next lower materials of Field Phase 3. This phase is provisionally
attributed to the Iron IIB period (ca. late 9th – early 7th centuries BCE).17
The evidence posits that the circular rock installation in Square G2 was
also created sometime during this period after the partial dismantlement of
the stepped structure and then kept in use throughout that phase period.
This settlement phase, however, is best represented by the remains
that consist of Wall 3 and a couple of stone installations in Square G6.
Wall 3 passes through the center of the square west to east and associates with a series of potential beaten-earth floors. The earliest floor of this
phase includes a pillared-wall platform and rectangular stone installation.
At this point, the building appears to have been constructed as a semiunderground structure that was built into the hillside to a depth to cover
the side and back walls of the building.18 The front of the building was
probably left open to the air, facing the east and south to get the natural
heat and light provided by the sun. There are several semi-underground
houses still visible on the ground at Ataruz, dotting the southeastern slope
of the hill. They are all ancient, looking as if they have been inserted into
This field phase is likely to be associated with the Moabite settlement phases
(Field Phases A5 and E4–E3) on the acropolis, which included a Moabite sanctuary and domestic building remains (cf. Ji, “A Moabite Sanctuary at Khirbat Ataruz,”
173–180). The presence of multiple floor layers in Square G4 indicates that as in
Field E, the Iron IIB phase of Field G is comprised of two or more sub-phases. But
this suggestion would remain provisional at this point, awaiting further excavations of
Field G, given that the late phases of Square G4 were all badly disturbed by a mass of
fallen rock from above.
17

18
Margreet L. Steiner, “Iron Age Cultic Sites in Transjordan,” Religions 10 (2019):
145–158. In this article, the author discusses various cultic structures, their construction type and cultic purpose. We are unsure if the area under discussion was used for
such cultic purposes, however, as described above concerning the architecture and the
objects found therein, there are some indications that this could have been the case.
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the mouth of a cave. This type of elevational-style building is generally the
least difficult type of earth-sheltered structure to construct on a hillside.
At Ataruz, to construct such houses, the builders would have dealt with
the stepped structures and slope walls from the earlier settlement. The
earlier structures were excavated, and stones were likely reused to build
the walls and installations of the building. With its upper hillside location,
the G6 building would have offered good views of surrounding vistas, as
supported by the absence of other visible houses farther down the slope of
the hill.
As reported above, in Field G the remains of what seemed to be a
staircase-like structure came to the attention of the project team during
the 2015 field season. Consequently, much effort was exerted during the
seasons of 2016–2017 to establish the date for the structure and check
the stratigraphy of this structure with that of the Iron II and mid-Islamic
remains in Squares G1, G4, and G6. By the end of the 2017 season, these
two objectives seem to have been achieved, at least for a tentative suggestion. We now may assign the stepped structure to Field Phase 4 and suggest
it to possibly be dated to late Iron IIA (ca. 9th century BCE) and contemporaneous with the temple on the acropolis.
In Square G7 we were able to discover what appear to be very clear
remnants of stone rows ascending toward the direction of the temple
complex. Likewise, Squares G2 and G3 contain five separate single-stone
courses running nearly five to six meters in a south-to-north orientation
across the large part of each square in most instances.
Portions of at least three or four additional rows of the stone surface
were also detected in Square G2, despite the damage by later activities. This
damage was largely due to a rock installation on two or three of the step
courses, which was used to prop up a storage jar. In 2002, a similar type
of installation was discovered in the inner sanctuary of the temple. It was
used to support a Bull Storage Jar.19 The storage jar we discovered on the
installation in Square G2, unlike the Bull Storage Jar, lacks any significant
stylistic decorations. This installation must be chronologically later than
the stepped structure because it was located on a compact soil layer higher
in elevation than the stepped course. As stated above, further to the east we
unearthed some artifacts including one murex shell, two polished stones,
and fine grinding stones with a heavy concentration of Iron II pottery. It
is unclear whether these objects are associated with the rock installation or
related to the stepped structure. While they do not definitively establish
a cultic setting, such objects have also been uncovered within the temple
complex during previous work in Fields A, E, and F. We are thus unsure
why these objects are situated in these locations, even though the murex
19

Cf. Ji, “The Early Iron Age II Temple,” Tafel 44.B.
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shell and polished stones perhaps suggest some cultic or public functions
in relation to Field G during the Iron II period.20
During the fieldwork of 2016, a small probing trench (1 x 1.2 m) was
dug below the two lowest steps at the southeastern corner of Square G3 in
order to obtain stratigraphic data of the stepped structure, as well as to collect
samples of pottery to help establish a chronology. The foundation of these
steps reached a depth of about one meter. The foundation of the structure
seemingly consisted of four layers. First, the footings were installed above an
irregular bedrock and terra rosa surface using small to medium stones, and
then the soil was properly compacted above the footings. On top of this lift
layer of beaten earth was a rather deep stratum of medium to large unhewn
boulders, which was covered by another layer of compacted soil. Lastly, the
steps were constructed upon this beaten-earth layer using semi-trimmed
rectangular boulders, chink stone and possibly mud mortar. The probe
unearthed several diagnostic pottery sherds, all attributable to the periods
of late Iron IIA and IIB (see Fig. 10:1–3 for the pottery from the probing
trench).
Function of the Stepped Structure
The stepped stone structure spans the entirety of Squares G2, G3, and G7
from east to west. Here we explore different options as to what function this
architecture may have served. Several working hypotheses surfaced and were
discussed before and during the excavations of Field G.
A first suggestion is an agricultural usage for the stepped stone structure. However, we have thus far found no seeds or other evidence of such an
endeavor. Further, there is generally not enough space in between each row
to support significant crops and growth. The average width of intact rows in
Squares G2, G3, and G7 was measured as only 45 cm with the range of 40–75
cm. Furthermore, the step stones were situated on a floor of beaten earth. In
antiquity, building agricultural terraces first required the clearing away of the
rocks from the slope to the edges of the natural rock terraces.21 These rocks
were then used to construct retaining walls that held in place the layer of soil
they usually brought from elsewhere. The principal aim of this groundwork
was to construct leveled surfaces behind the walls; another goal was to procure
a good depth of decomposing organic material and nutrient-rich soil on the
terrace beds, one carried downward from upslope by storm runoff. The fill
behind the retaining walls usually consisted of several parallel layers of gravel

20
For a description of some of the characteristics witnessed in Transjordan cultic
sites and practices, including murex shells, see Steiner, “Iron Age Cultic Sites,” 145.
21
David Hopkins, The Highlands of Canaan: Agricultural Life in the Early Iron
Age (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1987), 173–176.
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and soil blanketed one upon another in an alternating manner.22 As stated
earlier, our excavations of the stepped stones in Square G3 have yielded a
different pattern of layering. The sequence is as follows: 1. a layer of small
to large coarse stones; 2. a layer of beaten earth; 3. a layer of large boulders;
4. another layer of beaten earth; 5. surfaces were covered with natural flat or
semi-dressed rectangular stones. This is an inappropriate filling method for
agriculture. Moreover, we have measured the height of the steps that remain
intact in Squares G3 and G7, which produced a mean height of about 20 cm
(see below). The stones were too low to function as a retaining wall holding
back heavy soil and rocks. For these reasons, agricultural usage of the stepped
structure in Field G seems doubtful.
A second possible explanation was that the structure might have to do
with slope-stepping for erosion control. A builder can reduce the volume and
velocity of stormwater runoff by breaking up the slope length.23 Typically, this
landscaping technique is formed of a sequence of benches, mostly between
1.5:1 and 3:1 for the ratio of vertical rise to horizontal distance. Architecturally, however, stepped slopes may not have been practical for rocky soil like
that at Ataruz, and such preventative measures are normally recommended
for cut slopes only. At Ataruz, the stepped structure is located downhill from
the ancient city, not above any landscape or architectural remains. More
importantly, stepped areas promote vegetative cover by capturing and retaining loose soil materials, which is critical to reducing stormwater runoff. For
this reason, stepped cuts must mainly consist of earth or soil, not stones or
stone blocks, as is the case at Ataruz.
A third possible explanation was that the stonework may have supported
a larger structure located further towards the acropolis. Perhaps in similar
fashion to the stepped stone structure found in Area G in the City of David
in Jerusalem,24 our structure could have been a type of supportive terrace. Up
22
Gershon Edelstein and Shimon Gibson, “Ancient Jerusalem’s Rural Food
Basket,” Biblical Archaeology Review 8:4 (1982): 46–54; Ghattas J. Sayej, “The
Origin of Terraces in the Central Hills of Palestine: Theories and Explanations,” in
The Landscape of Palestine: Equivocal Poetry, eds. I. Abu-Lughod, R. Heacock, and K.
Nashef (Birzeit: Birzeit University, 1999): 201–209.

Barry Starke and John O. Simonds, Landscape Architecture: A Manual of
Environmental Planning and Design (Delhi: McGraw-Hill, 2013): 350–385.
23

24
Cf. Daniel D. Pioske, “David’s Jerusalem: A Sense of Place,” Near Eastern
Archaeology 76 (2013): fig. 1; Yigal Shiloh, Excavations at the City of David I,
1978–1982, Qedem 19 (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 1984), fig. 26:2; for Area
G, also see discussions in Yigal Shiloh, “Jerusalem,” in The New Encyclopedia of the
Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land, Volume 2, ed. E. Stern (Jerusalem: Carta,
1993), 702–704; Klaus Bieberstein, A Brief History of Jerusalem: From the Earliest Settlement to the Destruction of the City in AD 70 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2017), 43–46;
Margreet Steiner, in Excavations by Kathleen M. Kenyon in Jerusalem 1961–1967, III:
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to this point, however, we have not uncovered any massive foundation to the
west that would have required such support. In fact, Squares G1, G4, and
G6, just to the west of the top line of these stepping stones in Squares G2,
G3, and G7, constitute a series of retrofitted domestic rooms scattered with
Iron Age and mid-Islamic period wares and pottery. There does not seem to
have been a massive structure in need of architectural support during the late
Iron IIA period.
A fourth proposal suggested that the layout of the incline could have
acted as the foundation for a defensive structure on the southeastern slope.
After conducting a probe in the northern section of Square G3, however,
we determined that the rows of stepping-stones were rather shallow, were
generally flat on the surface, and exhibited relatively little depth. In our assessment, there is no clear evidence for any larger defensive structure under which
this series of stone rows could have acted as a foundation, nor would it have
offered much stability for larger, taller fortifications. Further, the probe in
Square G3 failed to reveal any solid, continuous layers of stones built on top
of one another: the majority of the large stones running in a south-north
orientation were situated on beaten earth with some fill to secure them. The
steps appearing on beaten earth seem to have been situated intentionally to
create stairs, which would be counterintuitive for defensive fortification. For
these reasons, we are not convinced the stepped structure was constructed for
defensive purposes.
Finally, the structure might constitute the remains of a large-scale staircase ascending the east-west access to the temple complex. This is our leading,
albeit provisional hypothesis, for the purpose of this stepped stone structure.
Certain features have led us in this interpretive direction for the time being.
These features include the smooth, flat nature of the exposed surface of the
stones, the beaten earth under them, their fairly regular paving intervals, and
their east-west orientation aligning almost exactly with the east-west orientation of the temple complex towards which they seem to ascend.
For the construction of the stepped structure in Field G, the builders
seem to have used a simple but effective building method. As previously
stated, they first shaped the ground for steps, and the structure was then
constructed with the combination of rocks and soil laid underneath it, with
the stone blocks situated on the top and exterior. The exterior blocks were at
best semi-dressed, and followed a course of somewhat uneven dimensions,
but that resulted in its overall structural stability. In general, blocks at the
middle and upper sections of the Field G slopes (e.g., Squares G2 and G7)
are small to medium in size, which made the steps low and narrow; notwithThe Settlement in the Bronze and Iron Ages (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2002),
39 and 113, described the possibility of the stepped stone structure as used in preventing erosion.
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standing, they were more or less evenly spaced, and at right angles to the long
lines. Yet, the lower section, as observed in Square G3, used larger stone slabs
for an obvious reason: it functioned as a base for the entire stepped structure
and had to hold greater amounts of soil and rock. This masonry certainly has
further increased the stability of the overall stepped structure system.
Our surface survey shows that the stone rows in Square G2 are likely to
extend further to the north, possibly continuing up the eastern side of the
site. Square G5 was heavily damaged and was cut by several later architectural
features, but we found the stone steps in Squares G3 and G7. Additionally,
the stepped structure levels out at the western edge of Square G2 and appears
to open up into what may have been a flagstone paved plaza or viewing
platform, although damage here is severe in places, and older surfaces and
architectures are cut by later mid-Islamic structures. Also, some objects were
found on the surface of the steps such as potsherds, polished pebbles, and a
murex shell. This may suggest that the stepped stone structure was a traffic
area frequented by individuals and used for ascent.
Significance of the Findings
The presence of a possible outdoor monumental staircase at Ataruz is
noteworthy, especially for the region and period in which it was apparently constructed. The use of staircases as a form or means of ascent to holy
places is prevalent throughout the ancient Near East, Anatolia, Greece, and
Egypt in various time periods. From the famous Ziggurat at Ur in ancient
Mesopotamia,25 the large monumental staircase reportedly connected to three
Middle Bronze temples at Megiddo,26 the Assyrian period staircase leading to
the temple at Tayinat,27 the Persian period grand staircase called “Stairs of All
Nations” in Persepolis,28 the Roman period Great Temple at Petra, which had
two grand staircases leading to the lower and upper sacred precincts,29 the
25
Cf. Keel, “The Symbolism of the Biblical World,” fig. 150; Stephen Bertman,
Handbook to Life in Ancient Mesopotamia (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003),
127, 191–198.
26
Matthew J. Adams, “Part III: The Main Sector of Area J,” in Megiddo V: The
2004–2008 Seasons, Volume 1, eds. I. Finkelstein, D. Ussishkin, and E. H. Cline
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2013), 47–118; Gordon Loud, Megiddo II. Seasons
of 1935–39 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948), fig. 394.
27
Timothy P. Harrison and James F. Osborne, “Building XVI and the Neo-Assyrian Sacred Precinct at Tell Tayinat,” Journal of Cuneiform Studies 64 (2012): 125–143.
28
John Boardman, Persia and the West (London: Thames & Hudson), fig. 2.25;
A. T. Olmstead, History of the Persian Empire (Chicago: University of Chicago Press),
pl. XXXI.).
29
Martha S. Joukowsky, “Exploring the Great Temple at Petra: The Brown
University Excavations, 1993–1996,” in The Archaeology of Jordan and Beyond: Essays
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Hellenistic monumental staircase at Mount Gerizim,30 to the southern staircase leading into the Jerusalem temple in the Herodian period,31 stairways
have been used to ascend sacred space. However, Iron Age I and II examples
are very rare in Israel and Jordan. Should our identification of the stepped
structure in Field G as a stairway turn out to be correct, it would be a rare Iron
Age monumental-scale stairway discovered in Israel and Jordan from this time
period. In light of our surface survey of Field G, the area appears to continue
the possible trajectory of the stone stairways further northeast from Squares
G3 and G7, suggesting that the width of these stairs was perhaps more than
30 m, covering a large portion of the southeastern slope. The staircase was
probably composed of at least 30 steps given the number of uncovered steps
from Squares G2, G3, and G7.
For more knowledge, we have measured the rise (vertical) and run
(horizontal) of the 14 intact steps in Squares G3 and G7. The mean rise of
the steps is 19 cm, while the run averages 55 cm. That is, the rise itself is
reasonable to support a comfortable ascent.32 On the other hand, stair runs
are generally 35 cm wide or so to make a comfortable transition up and down
along the stairway. Accordingly, those using these wide steps would have
experienced the luxury of a deeper run per step as they ascended the staircase
toward the temple. Perhaps this layout was to automatically force the users
to proceed in a slow and dignified manner.33 The wide runs would also have
provided comfortable places for people to sit and rest. It is, as yet, unclear that
the Ataruz stairway also included landings, but two steps (Loci 8 and 14) in
Square G3 are probably much wider than the others. Their run was measured
at 80 cm and 1.4 m, respectively. It is not impossible that they were originally
designed to function as landings allowing the users a place to rest or make
preparations to enter the temple precinct.
At present, the stepped structure is likely to have functioned as a primary
means of ascent to the temple complex on the acropolis. It was built along the
in Honor James A. Sauer, ed. L. E. Stager, J. A. Greene, and M. D. Coogan (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2000), 221–234 and fig. 3. .
30
Yitzhak Magen “Gerizim, Mount,” in The New Encyclopedia of Archaeological
Excavations in the Holy Land, Vol. 2, ed. E. Stern (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society,
2008), 24–36.
31
David M. Jacobson and Shimon Gibson, “A Monumental Stairway on the
Temple Mount,” IEJ 45 (1995): 162–170.

Andrew Hunt, The Advanced Decking Steps & Stairs Manual (New York, NY:
Power Business Publishing, 2012), 7–10.
32

33
Hershel Shanks, Jerusalem: An Archaeological Biography (New York, NY:
Random House, 1995), 141–151. Shanks suggested that the steps at the southern
entry into Herod’s temple complex were constructed in such a manner—although
Ataruz may have had staggered proportions as a result of the natural topography.
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east-west orientation of the temple, affirming an accurate alignment with the
temple. Utilitarian functions aside, architecturally the grand staircase would
also have sometimes provided a momentous setting for religious processions,
marked off the boundary of the holy precinct, lent grandeur and a sense of
stability to the temple, and even catered to particular kinesthetic experiences
for visiting devotees. The construction of a possible monumental staircase
further elucidates the significance of Ataruz and its temple on the acropolis
during the late Iron IIA period in central Jordan. Its architects had resources
to build an extensive temple complex at the site. As part of this project, they
seem to have constructed a broad staircase to provide devotees access to, as
well as to highlight the grandiosity of the temple. Ataruz was a prominent
cultic site with considerable social and political weight during the period.
This perspective finds additional support from the present discovery of a
potential monumental staircase at the southeastern slope of the site. The
discovery of a lion paw, if connected to a larger statue that existed at some
point at the eastern entry way into the temple complex on the acropolis, may
further accentuate this prominence.
Summary
This paper has summarized the results of the 2016–2017 excavations of Field
G at Ataruz, an area corresponding to the southwest slope of the site that
includes a large-scale stepped stone structure. At present, our best assessment
of the architectural loci are stairs ascending the eastern side of the site, which
appear to have provided a primary access system to the temple on the acropolis. In addition to Squares G2 and G3 from 2016, which revealed a total of
possible nine rows of steps, Square G7 allowed us to identify 12 other rows of
undisturbed steps, possibly associated with a northern continuation of those
found in Squares G2 and G3. At the top of those steps, we have what may at
some point have been a plaza paved with flat paving stones. The staircase and
plaza are attributed to the late Iron IIA period, possibly contemporaneous
with the temple complex on the acropolis.
Likewise, much of the currently exposed structural material in Square
G6 can be attributed to the Iron II period. The G6 architectural remains,
however, would be dated slightly later than the stepped structure, most likely
to Iron IIB. These remains are perhaps part of a semi-underground building that cut significantly into and removed all the earlier staircase and other
materials in the building area. Whoever built them also seems to have been
responsible for setting up a small circular structure in Square G2. Differently,
in Squares G1, G4 and G5, we have what seems to indicate mid-Islamic use
of the area: a well-preserved mid-Islamic rectangular building, multiple areas
consisting of beaten earth floors, tabun fragments, pits, and stone installations. The area of Field G thus appears to have originally developed in the
late Iron IIA period and was later intensively reused for domestic or public
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purposes by Iron IIB and mid-Islamic people.
As in previous seasons, the walls and installations excavated in 2016–2017
were temporarily preserved with cement for maintenance and protection
until full-scale preservation and conservation can take place. The project team
is planning to return to Khirbat Ataruz for future archaeological excavations
at the site and continue work in Field G. Future excavation efforts will enable
us to establish the relationship between the G6 walls and installations and the
staircase in Squares G2, G3, and G7. They may also reveal the full extent of
the staircase system and help us more clearly understand the architectural and
stratigraphic connection between the stepped structure and the late Iron IIA
temple on the acropolis.
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Figures

Figure 1. Map of the Ataruz Region

Figure 2. Aerial Photo of Ataruz (Courtesy of APAAME_20181014_MND-0049)
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Figure 3. Contour Map of Ataruz and Excavations (as of 2017)

Figure 4. Southeast Slope of Ataruz before Excavation (2015)
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Figure 5. Field G Top Plans (2016-2017)

Figure 6. Field G Square 1 (2017)
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Figure 7. Iron Age Stone Pavement in Square G1

Figure 8. Excavating Three Islamic Floors in Square G4 (2017)
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Figure 9. Mid Islamic Tabun from the Building in Square G1

Figure 10. Selected Pottery from Squares G3, G4, and G6
(#1-#3: Phase 4 (Iron IIA) Pottery from Square G3 Deep
Probing; #4-#19: Phase 3 (Iron IIB) Pottery from Square
G6 Excavation; #20-#23: Phase 2 (Mamluk) Pottery from
Square G4 Excavation)
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Figure 11. Possible Iron II Floor in the Northwest Corner of Square G4 (2017)

Figure 12. Field G Square 6 (2017)
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Figure 13. Rectangular Stone Installation in Square G6

Figure 14. Ashlar in Square G6
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Figure 15. Terracotta Lion Paw from Square G6

Figure 16. Pinkish/Orange-Band-on-Creamy Wares from the Iron IIB House in
Square G6
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Figure 17. Stairs in Square G3

Figure 18. Stairs in the Eastern Section of Square G7
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Figure 19. Stairs in the Western Section of Square G7

